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Full-Stack Web Developer
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I am a full-stack developer and software architect, strongly focused on high-efficient web applications. I am successfully combining my
knowledge from different specialities. Also, I love good codebase, so I  am always trying to highly improve developer experience by
automating work - it's much faster and makes people happy, as they may focus on more exciting stuff.

I've been working with many technologies, methodologies and techniques, both on front-end and back-end side. I've got big experience
with server-rendered front-end applications as well. I was responsible for building and advising on all stages and layers of IT systems,
including both front-end and back-end architecture. I've got also 6+ years of experience on (mostly technical) leading positions.

I am a fast-learner. I am trying to understand how technologies work on low-level, so learning a new one is much simpler. There is a lot of
similarities, which make everything simpler to learn, when you are able to find patterns.

HTML5/CSS3

as well as their pre- & post-processors

JS/TypeScript

including low-level knowledge

Node.js

native, (micro)services, serverless

React

4+ years of exp: isomorphic SPAs, plenty of libraries

Redux

multiple own and known libs for side effects

Databases

PostgreSQL, Redis, ElasticSearch and others

Optimization

many tools and techniques, both server- & client-side

Architecture

both front-end and back-end

Containers

Building and setting up dev & production

environments

During my career I have been working on hundreds of projects, either own, multiple projects for companies during longer cooperation,
or making single projects. I've been working on open source software as well. Also, I made many public and closed workshops and talks.

About me

10+ years of experience 50+ big projects 30+ workshops prepared 200+ people interviewed

Technologies & skills
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Selected experience

Frontend Developer & Lead @ Evident ID
09.2019 to 04.2022

Preparing architecture, building and maintaining several front-
end applications with Vue and TypeScript.

Sockety - fast protocol over TCP
First release: 12.2022

Lightweight protocol with performance in mind, with Golang and
Node.js implementation.

Senior Front-end Developer & Technical Lead @ Talixo
03.2018 to 02.2019

I was responsible for migrating front-end into a new architecture,
as well as improving and creating some services in back-end.

Senior Software Developer & Technical Lead @ G2A
01.2017 to 10.2017

Designing and implementing new systems behind, as well as
isomorphic SPAs (with high traffic).

Node.js behind: V8 & its optimizations @ Code Europe
04.2017 · 200+ persons

I prepared a presentation about JavaScript performance on
front-end and back-end, mostly basing on the V8 engine.

Senior Front-end Developer & Tech Lead @ Grand Parade
06.2015 to 09.2016

Focused on high efficient apps: optimizing performance,
preparing architectures, leading and coding projects.

Full-time work Open source

Full-time work Full-time work

Lecture & presentation Full-time work

https://www.linkedin.com/in/dawidrusnak
https://github.com/rangoo94
callto://rangoodev

